Arrangement Concerning Certain Dairy Products

INFORMATION RECEIVED IN PURSUANCE
OF THE DECISION OF 10 MAY 1976

CANADA

Addendum

The following information has been extracted from five communications received from the Permanent Mission of Canada, dated 25 May 1977.

In addition, the Canadian Permanent Mission has provided the following information:

Shipments of skimmed milk powder to Spain under the provisions of L/3552/Add. 4 during the period 1-15 March 1977

(A) Destination: Spain
   Volume: 649 metric tons
   Port of export: Montreal
   Date of manufacture: April-July 1975

(B) Destination: Spain
   Volume: 499 metric tons
   Condition of sale: F.a.s.
   Date of manufacture: April-June 1975

Shipments of skimmed milk powder to Japan under the provisions of L/3552/Add. 2 during the period 15-30 April 1977

(A) Destination: Japan
   Volume: 489 metric tons
   Condition of sale: F.a.s.
   Port of export: Montreal
   Port of import: Yokohama
   Month and year of manufacture: April-June 1975

(B) Destination: Japan
   Volume: 300 metric tons
   Condition of sale: F.a.s.
   Port of export: Montreal
   Port of import: Yokohama
   Month and year of manufacture: April-June 1975
I. Pursuant to paragraph 4(c)(iii) of the Decision of 10 May of the Management Committee with regard to sales of skimmed milk powder for animal feed purposes, the details of the following contracts entered into under provisions of Article III, paragraph 5, of the Arrangement are set out below. Attestations for these contracts will be filed as soon as they are available.

(A) Date of contract: 12 April 1977
Destination: Philippines
Volume: 2,000 metric tons
Delivery schedule: May-July 1977
Control process: Annex Two, paragraph 10, MCDP/30, 10 May 1976

(B) Date of contract: 15 April 1977
Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 204 metric tons
Delivery schedule: April-June 1977
Control process: Annex Two, paragraph 10, MCDP/30, 10 May 1976

(C) Date of contract: 15 April 1977
Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 204 metric tons
Delivery schedule: April-May 1977
Control process: Annex Two, paragraph 10, MCDP/30, 10 May 1976

(D) Date of contract: 18 April 1977
Destination: Chile
Volume: 1,450 metric tons
Delivery schedule: May-August 1977
Control process: Annex Two, paragraph 10, MCDP/30, 10 May 1976
II. Further information on earlier notifications. The details of the following shipments made during the two-week period ending 30 April 1977 are set out below:

(A) Destination: Tunisia
Volume: 100 metric tons
Condition of sale: F.a.s.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Tunis
Month and year of manufacture: April-June 1975

(B) Destination: Malaysia
Volume: 100 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Port Kelung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977

(C) Destination: Malaysia
Volume: 150 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Port Kelung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977

III. Further information on earlier notifications. The details of the following shipments made during the two-week period ending 15 May 1977 are set out below:

(A) Destination: Chile
Volume: 600 metric tons
Condition of sale: F.a.s.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Santiago
Month and year of manufacture: April-June 1975

(B) Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 203 metric tons
Condition of sale: F.a.s.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Kaohsiung
Month and year of manufacture: April-June 1975

(C) Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 200 metric tons
Condition of sale: F.a.s.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Kaohsiung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977
(D) Destination: Singapore
Volume: 25 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Singapore
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977

(E) Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 69 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Kaohsiung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977

(F) Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 6 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Kaohsiung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977

(G) Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 100 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Kaohsiung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977

(H) Destination: Taiwan
Volume: 360 metric tons
Condition of sale: C. & f.
Port of export: Montreal
Port of import: Kaohsiung
Month and year of manufacture: January-March 1977